Nested Clade Phylogeographic Analysis (NCPA) (Templeton et al., 1995) was proposed as a method for disentangling the historical processes that determine a species evolution and geographical distribution. It attempts to distinguish between a wide variety of processes such as restricted gene flow, fragmentation and range expansion. These inferences are made with a published inference key available at http://darwin.uvigo.es/software/geodis.html.
In recent years there has been some debate as to effectiveness of NCPA (e.g. Knowles and Maddison, 2002; Templeton, 2004) . We describe here software that automates the complex NCPA analysis, written as part of a larger project to evaluate the NCPA methodology (see M. Panchal and Beaumont, submitted for publication). The software is written in Java, and requires the Java 1.4 Runtime Environment or better to run. To fully automate NCPA, TCS v1.18 (Clement et al., 2000) and GeoDis v2.2 are incorporated, to avoid re-programming commonly used software in the analysis (the latest versions of each application are available at http://darwin.uvigo.es/). TCS is used to generate a haplotype network using Statistical Parsimony (Templeton et al., 1992) , although this is not the only method of haplotype network estimation. Ways in which other methods of haplotype network estimation can be applied are included in the documentation. GeoDis calculates distance statistics and their significance (Posada et al., 2006) , which are used by the inference key to determine the events and processes that determined the species history. The default parameters of GeoDis have been changed to read longitude and latitude as decimal degrees, and the number of permutations have been increased from 1000 to 10 000, in order to reduce the variance associated with the estimated P-values. The role of ANeCA is to automate the nesting algorithm and the published inference key, and to link together the various components. An alternative partially automated inference key, AUTOINFER 1.0 (Zhang et al., 2006) , uses a similar approach but allows user-input as inference key questions are answered (ANeCA requires this information specified before application of the automated key or uses a default value).
The first stage utilizes TCS. The input to TCS is a Nexus sequential file that has been modified in the following way. The label for each individual DNA sequence is appended with a full stop and the identification number of the location it came from. This has no effect on the TCS analysis, but neatly includes the geographic information for the nesting algorithm stage. The identification number is specified in another file that contains geographic information. The geographic file contains the identification number, shorthand name, sample size, latitude, longitude and radius of each sampled location and unsampled habitable area within the study area. The longitude and latitude should be written in decimal degrees and the radius specified in km. The radius measures the spread of an area.
The next stage in ANeCA is the nesting algorithm. This requires the graph file from TCS and the geographic information file. The nesting algorithm reconstructs the haplotype network from the graph file and creates a population distribution profile for each haplotype. Following the rules described in M. Panchal and Beaumont (submitted for publication), the nesting algorithm proceeds to create a nested design, by hierarchically clustering haplotypes known as 'clades' (Fig. 1 illustrates the nesting algorithm on a simple haplotype network). From this nested design, four output files are created. The first is the input file for GeoDis where geographic information is given as latitude and longitude in decimal degrees format. The second file is also a GeoDis input file, but geographic information is given in the form of a matrix of (great circle) distances (in km). The third output file is a representation of the nested design in the GML syntax (the format used by TCS to write the graph file). The fourth file (the nest file) is optionally written, and contains a summary of the nested design. Currently there is no software to visually inspect the nested design. As a result it must be manually drawn onto a diagram of the haplotype network (an option in TCS is available to save a diagram of the haplotype network). The nest file provides the user with the identification numbers' of each haplotype/clade and the order each haplotype/clade was nested, allowing them to verify the nested design.
The third stage calculates the distance statistics with GeoDis (Posada et al., 2006) , and their significance through a permutation procedure. The final stage is to run the automated inference key. This requires the GeoDis input, the GeoDis output, the GML nested design and the geographic information file. The automated inference key is a modified version of the inference key dated July 14, 2004. Modifications include introducing quantifiers into questions, calculating clade boundaries as convex hulls of the locations represented within a clade and rewording questions to remove subjectivity within them (see M. Panchal and Beaumont, submitted for publication). The automated inference key produces two output files. The first is a summary of the population distributions, and the distance statistics and their significance. The second output file contains the series of questions followed and the inference for each clade. Movement of individuals/groups is not included and must be traced manually using the summary file.
ANeCA is simple to apply includes both graphical and command line interfaces for ease of use. The software makes applying NCPA much faster, repeatable and opens up new scope for investigation. Uses of the software include analysis of various species, exploration of demographic models via simulations and the improvement of NCPA by providing a benchmark with which to make comparisons. The software is freely available to download at http://www.rubic. rdg.ac.uk/~mahesh/software.html. 
